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Following the closure of the York sugar beet factory the search has 

been on for a viable break crop for light land in the area. 

Local contracting family J E Coning and Sons may have found the 

answer in grain maize production using techniques pioneered by Kelvin 

Cave Limited of Langport, Somerset.

Conings who farm 1820 acres of cereals recently combined 100 acres of 

maize working closely with Kelvin Cave throughout the process.

The crop was combined by Andrew Coning using the farms Lexion 560 

combine and an 8 row Kelvin Cave Cressoni maize header. The latter 

was hired from Shropshire contractor Steve Banks who has already 

successfully introduced maize production as an alternative to sugarbeet 

following closure of a local Shrewsbury factory. 

Steve says, “The big advantage of the Cressoni header is it picks off the 

cobs reducing the workload of the combine, and also chops the remains 

of the plant finely enough to plough straight in”.

Michael Carpenter of Kelvin Cave Limited comments: “Yields were close 

to the 3.5 to 4 tonnes per acre we expected despite the unusually wet 

weather in June and July. 

“The harvesting and processing of the crop went smoothly and attracted 

a great deal of interest from farmers not just in the immediate area but as 

far away as Knaresborough and Rotherham calling in to have a look”.

The maize grain produced by Conings was supplied in part to local 

merchant Argrain for drying. The main supply went to Warter Priory Farms 

near Pocklington where it was crimped through a Kelvin Cave Murska 

700 crimper.  It was then treated with 3 litres per tonne of Crimpstore 

2000S, Kemira’s non-corrosive moist grain preservative, also supplied by 

Kelvin Cave, to be ensiled and used as part of the finishing ration for the 

farm’s beef herd.

The demand for crimped grain maize in the last few years has exceeded 

supply, so anyone with suitable land to grow it on should have no trouble 

finding a market for the crop.  

Further advice on harvesting, processing, storage and feeding of grain 

maize and cereals can be obtained from Kelvin Cave Limited, telephone 

01458 252281.
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